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Abstract

The decentralisation of energy supply and demand can contribute decisively to
protecting the environment and climate of the planet by consuming electricity in
the proximity of the generation source and avoiding losses in transmission and
distribution. Supporting energy transactions with emerging intelligent tech-
nologies can advance the development of energy communities and accelerate
the integration of renewable sources. Distributed energy solutions play an es-
sential role as they are explicitly designed to produce, store and deliver green
energy. Profiting with these benefits is essential, especially in the context of
the current debate on stopping climate change. Several technologies such as
waste heat recovery with intelligent algorithms can improve the energy distri-
bution and provide significant resource savings. On the other hand, the usage
of Blockchain technology in energy markets promises to incentivise the use of
renewables and provide a reliable framework to monitor real-time information
of energy production and consumption. Blockchain can also enable trading be-
tween independent agents and lead to the formation of more secured energy
communities.

In this paper, we demonstrate how Blockchain can be utilised to support
the formation and use of energy communities. We propose a Blockchain-based
energy framework as a mean to support energy exchanges in a community of
prosumers. We demonstrate how smart contracts can manage energy transac-
tions and enable a more secured trading environment between consumers and
producers. We utilise data and models from a real fish processing industrial site
in Milford Haven Port, South Wales, based on which we validate our research
hypothesis.
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1. Introduction

Industries in all sectors now depend heavily on the reliability and efficiency
of energy infrastructure. Existing energy systems aim to improve network ef-
ficiency and boost electrical power supply access, consistency and durability.
These advantages can allow companies to safeguard their processes and prepare
themselves for future requirements while ensuring scalability. In general, three
main issues are faced by industries, commercial areas, large buildings, towns and
communities: (i) increased cost with energy, (ii) protection of energy supply and
(iii) reduction of CO2 emission.

With the recent advent of modern technologies such as Blockchain, Internet-
of-Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI), decarbonisation, decentralisa-
tion and digitalisation of energy is more accessible [1]. The aim is to intelli-
gently and sustainably produce, supply and use energy as an optimised mix of
distributed energy resources (DER) such as renewable energy, combined heating
and power stations, or storage systems, supported by sophisticated energy man-
agement. The outsourcing of energy excess can be realised on the basis of an
energy-as-a-service model. Such solutions involve a combined analysis of data
and application of intelligent technology principles to integrate consumption
and production unit with renewable energy sources [2].

The decentralisation of energy production and consumption and associated
energy transition have increased potential to address the multiple challenges
that the energy systems face, such as rapid depletion of resources, air pollution,
greenhouse gas emissions and energy poverty. This transformation is gaining
increased relevance in buildings as more ”consumers” of energy become indepen-
dent ”prosumers” that can generate electricity themselves, in particular utilising
the new intelligent storage systems that can add flexibility to the overall grid.
In such a scenario, regular buildings become active energy traders that can sell
any electricity surpluses to the energy market and contribute with their energy
capacity to the energy community [3].

Therefore, local, decentralised, and controllable production and storage so-
lutions have advanced in capability, greatly supporting end-users to benefit from
their production capacity by monetising energy surplus and achieve full inde-
pendence from the grid. Such economic models identify greater benefits for grid
operators that can tackle to performance gap in energy consumption by man-
aging demand to reduce peak loads. Flexibility in energy demand and supply
represents a key advantage also for large industrial sites which can reduce costs
by selling the excess capacity on the market [4]. We argue that such technolog-
ical advancements in the field of energy can pave the way towards a developing
world driven by intelligent systems with three main benefits: environment pro-
tection, more reliable energy supply and increased economic benefits.

The emergence of sharing economies with the change in consumption models

Barati), rezguiy@Cardiff.ac.uk (Yacine Rezgui), o.f.rana@cs.cardiff.ac.uk (Omer F.
Rana)
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can motivate energy prosumers to participate in a leasing energy market where
services are used for a shorter period and more accessible via community shar-
ing [5, 6]. Blockchain can incentivise the participation in such a sharing economy
providing greater choice for both energy consumers and providers while enabling
a much greater flexibility in being able to switch between multiple market offer-
ings. Such sharing economy has the potential to decentralise energy production
but can also can balance consumption from consumers by not being restricted
to energy services or price constraints from a single energy provider.

Blockchain technology can offer the mechanisms required to support energy
resources decentralisation. In particular, energy companies can use intelligent
contracts to transfer ownership of resources and to track energy used or pur-
chased by consumers. Many people receive their electricity from big sources,
but the rise in decentralised forms of energy production, such as wind and
solar, enables more homes to generate their own energy [7, 8]. Technological
advances on smart meters are also contributing to help the homeowners in using
the excess energy ownership and transfer it on to others via Blockchain-based
agreements [9].

This paper provides a Blockchain model to support decentralisation of en-
ergy supply and demand in prosumer communities. We devise an Ethereum
environment where smart contract transactions can be processed and executed
within an energy sharing market. Our proposed smart contracts also meet some
requirements of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), aiming to protect
users from privacy violations and forcing companies to upgrade their business
processes to become compliant with such regulation. We test “the reliability”
of our model in an Ethereum environment with data from a real industrial site.
We also verify “the scalability” of our model to support an increased number
of transactions and users by creating an energy community simulation environ-
ment using Peersim simulator. The work presented in this paper is part of the
EU H2020 piSCES project aiming to develop smart cluster energy grid systems
for fish industries.

The remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we present related
works in the field of Blockchain for energy communities, in Section 3 we provide
context for our research. In Section 4 we present the community case study
followed by the methodology in Section 5. We provide an evaluation of the
Ethereum protocol for energy exchanges in Section 6 and develop a simulation
for the energy community in Section 7. We conclude our work in Section 8.

2. Related work

A secure and efficient Blockchain-based energy trading model has been pro-
posed in [10]. The model not only enhanced privacy of users but also achieved
the balance between power supply and demand. The proposed Blockchain en-
ergy trading model (BC-ETS) leverages on three main goals: (i) privacy preser-
vation, (ii) effectiveness and credibility and (iii) security supported with verifi-
cation, matching and update operations for transactions. The model is limited
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in terms of validation as it only explores a system overhead perspective without
analysing cost implications.

A Blockchain-based energy trading scheme for secure energy trading in in-
telligent transportation systems has been presented in [11]. The schema utilized
coins for energy trading transactions in the Blockchain network, where the min-
ers were opted based on different factors such as energy requirements and pric-
ing. The security of the trading scheme is ensured between the electric vehicle,
the transaction server and the miner nodes. An evaluation based on commu-
nition cost and computation time is provided within an experimental testbed.
The mitigation of the vehicles and storage vulnerabilities is not addressed as
transactions are dependent on the reliability of the nodes rather than the actual
security policies.

A power trading problem has been modelled as interactions among an ad-
min, energy producer, and energy subscriber nodes [12]. The model has been
validated by presenting a power trading scenario, which is implemented by a
Blockchain platform called as Multichain. While using an admin node to man-
age interaction between consumers and producers, the actual validation of this
study is limited as there is no evaluation for the reliability of the model. The
key differentiation in our work is the data protection and privacy models that
we consider to support smart contract transactions. From this perspective we
are concerned to ensure a certain reliability of the Blockchain framework when
executing energy transactions across a community of energy actors.

A transactive electricity marketing model has been developed with the aid
of Blockchain in [13]. The model enabled local prosumers to engage in peer-to-
peer energy trading. A contract theory was exploited in the model to design
a smart contract providing the real-time electricity trade with minimal need of
oversight. The model enables prosumers to participate in transactions based
on a satisfaction index threshold with a demand driven pool of consumers.
Although the work studies the relationship between demand, generation and
satisfaction index, the protocol disregards the verification and attestation phases
in the smart contracts.

The notions of home miner and Blockchain-based smart home was described
in [14]. The authors proposed a secure and automated decentralized renewable
energy trading platform in micro grid through Blockchain. The study presents
a real Ethereum deployment for energy trading in smart buildings. Although a
novel approach, the privacy and security aspects are neglected as transactions
are not verified and users are not integrated within a reliable authentication
model.

An efficient vehicle to grid (V2G) energy trading framework by using Blockchain
and edge computing technologies was proposed in [15]. The former technology
led to the creation of a consortium Blockchain-based secure energy trading for
V2G. The latter technology improved successful probability of block creation
with a view to optimise the communication channel and computational resources
for the blockchain. The study focuses more on the computational infrastruc-
tures with reduced contribution around transactions and associated privacy and
violation clauses.
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A Blockchain-oriented approach to solve the problem of privacy breach in
the energy trading within smart grid was presented in [16]. The authors pro-
pose a noise-based privacy-preserving method to conceal the trading distribu-
tion trends for Blockchain-enabled neighbouring energy trading system. The
interaction between buyers and sellers is managed by a token bank that autho-
rises energy transactions. The validation is well-elaborated with an emphasis
on the cost implications but the actual scalability of the approach has not been
demonstrated. As a factor of comparison, our work provides a wider community
perspective by testing different scenarios where the number of consumers and
providers is increased as well as the number of transactions. We thereby vali-
date the Blockchain framework from a scalability perspective where data and
observations are extracted from a real-application case study.

An effective solution for secure energy trading in the Blockchain-based In-
dustrial Internet of Things (IIoT) was proposed in [17]. The method enabled
nodes (buyers or sellers) to realize power loads by using local energy storage.
The study uses the assumption that energy harvesting and power loads remain
unchanged for a given time slot which reduces the applicability of the model.
Also the number of nodes under which the simulation is performed is low which
impacts on the scalability of the model.

A proof-of-concept system of the wireless communications infrastructure sup-
porting Blockchain application for energy trading was introduced in [18]. The
system involved a secured channel to transmit data between smart meters and
cloud-based Blockchain platform. The transmission of data is identified as a key
objective where transactions status depends on the security level of the sensors
infrastructure and the quality of the broadcasted message.

A Blockchain-based technique for distributed energy exchanges in microgrid
system was proposed in [19]. The technique synchronized the scheduling of en-
ergy resources of microgrid and accredited a fair payment mechanism without
the necessity of a centralized aggregator. Two algorithms are utilised to deliver
the micro-grid framework where the validation is developed around auction-
ing and scheduling without a comprehensive discussion of security and privacy
implementation of the smart contracts.

A software defined networking (SDN-based) energy Internet trading scheme
was presented in [20]. The schema exploited Blockchain to realize a secure and
intelligent distributed energy trading and designed a reasonable matching algo-
rithm for trading users in accordance with some privacy-based premises. The
contract includes energy quantity, price, time, credit and location and involves
one buyer and several sellers to reach an agreement. In terms of security, the
protocol is under-developed with a generic evaluation that explores possible
applicable Blockchain systems.

In [21], the authors by introducing a research project called as “Pebbles”, de-
veloped a Blockchain-based platform to provide a transactive energy mechanism
in grid environment. The platform enabled local energy markets to be directly
accessible for both prosumers and grid services and it only contributes at the
architectural level to support users in deploying transactions within a cloud
environment with a view to achieve energy balancing within different regions.
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Various software platforms can support interaction between energy actors
using Blockchain. Such platforms enable Blockchain transactions between dif-
ferent actors such as buyers, sellers, or suppliers which can act as buyers or
sellers. Elecbay [22] is a Blockchain simulation platform, where entities such
as energy consumers and prosumers have the ability to sell and buy energy
by scheduling the energy devices in their own premises typical for small-scale
residential and commercial sites. Similarly, SunChain [23] uses Blockchain tech-
nology to execute transactions between consumers and energy producers using
smart meter data for distributed ledgers. Such ledgers are then spread across the
distribution network for operators and energy suppliers. PROSUME [24] rep-
resents a decentralised Blockchain platform that aggregates energy producers,
consumers and utilities with a variety of applications. Pylon Network [25] is a
network supporting a series of smart metering solutions powered by Blockchain
technologies. The solution is developed around a Metron smart meter that inte-
grates Blockchain to record energy production and consumtion within a network.
M-PAYG [26] leverages on Blockchain technologies to monetize solar energy in
developing countries with rooftop PV systems for rural households based on
different membership options.

In energy communities where data is aggregated from smart meter devices,
security policies and regulations may need to be checked to avoid putting users
at risk and limit their ability to control their confidential data. Several works
have attempted mitigate such risks by using Blockchain technology enhancing
user privacy and trust in IoT-based applications [27, 28].

In this paper, we leverage on the notion of energy communities regulated
through the use of smart contracts. Our Blockchain framework and associated
scenarios are aiming to address the following research questions:

• how Blockchain can support the implementation of an energy sharing
economy model with a view to incentivise energy trading arrangements
in distributed energy networks;

• what are the implications of scaling up Blockchain for energy communities
and what strategies can be adopted to unlock industries transition towards
clean energy;

We devise two different experimental testbeds where Blockchain smart con-
tracts are utilised to enable prosumers to exchange energy over a number of
different scenarios. We provide an Ethereum based subsriber/supplier energy
model coordinated by several contract functions “purpose”, “consent”, “pay-
ment” and “attestation” and corresponding verification and violation detection
mechanisms.

3. Blockchain for energy communities

As the energy market today is transforming towards a large number of suppli-
ers and buyers, it is important to enabling participants to exchange an increased
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amount of energy. The interaction between these actors and the associated pro-
cesses require a high degree of standardisation which can be facilitated by a
Blockchain model. The utilisation of Blockchain for energy trading can lead
to the eradication of brokers, monetisation of energy excess and development
of energy communities [29]. Such brokers and intermediary parties, usually are
required for validating or for ensuring trustworthiness of information across par-
ties, can be replaced by a more automated Blockchain process. As Blockchain
delivers a high level of security and data protection for different applications
supported by transparent ledger that records all transactions, third-party verifi-
cation can be eliminated. In a Blockchain system, any user can become a trader
and offer an energy product or service to a group of consumers. Blockchain
technology has, therefore, the potential to leverage the benefits of decentralised
energy systems and enable an environment where everyone can trade, pay, and
even deliver energy to others. Blockchain can support the creation of econom-
ically attractive energy communities utilising the power of the Internet and
implement the vision of a perfect energy market [30].

Blockchain identifies an online distributed database that aggregates a col-
lection of blocks connected to each other. It is a public and decentralised ledger
that stores a set of records, structured as a chain and blocks. From the multi-
ple Blockchain solutions, smart contracts are instruments that can extend the
Blockchain capabilities and have been used in a variety of industries. Smart con-
tracts have often been used to convert business rules into codes based on which
a contract code/script is stored in a Blockchain. Ethereum [31] is a recent and
widely supported smart contracts platform. Ethereum is developed on the con-
cept of “gas” payments to run a smart contract or to execute transactions that
change the state of the Blockchain. Gas represents a metric that measures the
amount of computational effort required to carry out smart contract operations.
The transaction fees use an internal currency as Ethereum whereas the gas is
charged in ether as an Ethereum token, which allows smart contracts to be ex-
ecuted. Although the amount of gas consumed to execute a transaction may be
high, the translation into ether is cheaper. For example, if the transaction gas
used is 10000, then the transaction fee will be around 0.0002 (ETH) [32]. In the
context of Blockchain, Ether motivates miners to validate blocks in Ethereum
because for each validation [33] a successful miner is awarded in ethers.

Smart contracts can be also utilised to promote user privacy with a view
to securing the deployment of updates for IoT devices [34]. For smart energy
meter devices, Blockchain can support a trace log to identify malicious objects
or manufacturers information. Different privacy-preserving models have been
proposed based on a Blockchain publish/subscribe model [35] by enabling sub-
scribers and publishers to control any data access. Blockchain can also store the
events associated with the life cycle of digital evidence from smart devices in
a traceable, transparent, and privacy-preserving manner. Smart contracts are
independent of any third party as the code/script of the contract is stored in a
Blockchain. A smart contract normally contains a number of transactions, each
of which may change the state of the chain as in the case of the Ethereum [36].
A recent feature has enabled smart contracts to be deployed on a Blockchain
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network opened for all users connected to the network [37]. Such flexibility
has given smart contracts extended capabilities leading to their increased use in
various industrial applications [38].

3.1. Sharing energy communities

Addressing global warming with the implementation of renewable energy
strategies can decrease carbon emissions and support the green energy agenda [39].
Such renewable energy sources represent more sustainable solutions and can be
a vital sustainability factor for the next decades [40]. According to the US De-
partment of energy, the use of renewable energy sources will increase to about
18% of the total amount of energy use by 2040 [41].

According to the European Regulators Group for Electricity and Gas (ERGEG),
the smart grid is an electricity network that can efficiently integrate the be-
haviour and actions of all providers and consumers. Such providers and con-
sumers can become prosumers and contribute to the development of econom-
ically efficient, sustainable power systems with low losses and high levels of
quality and security of supply [42]. The decentralisation of energy systems has
significant benefits, primarily facilitating renewable energy resources to have in-
tegration with local energy resources and to increase the reliability of the power
systems with a view to developing communities. Also, the consumption be-
haviour is vital in energy communities because they can use the energy system
smartly to reduce power consumption in peak periods and improve the overall
energy efficiency.Transmission of energy from producers to consumers with the
aid of computer systems through control automation, continuous monitoring
and optimisation of the distribution systems can also be facilitated in a smart
grid to reduce the cost and increase the reliability [43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49].

Recently, the sharing economy principles have been investigated via incen-
tive models where users can provide services over a P2P network [50]. Such
services can range from bartering of resources, improving the social standing
of a participant within a community or obtaining a financial reward. In open
markets such as distributed energy communities, it is necessary for an energy
consumer to have the ability to discover suitable providers of interest and to
create an added value by monetising an energy product or service.

Our community model is developed around the “sharing economy” princi-
ples and aims to unlock the energy trading arrangements for energy commu-
nities [51]. Such a P2P sharing model allows each energy node to decide with
which energy node to trade (buy from or sell to) according to its own objective,
e.g. minimum costs, a specific energy type, most reliable energy supply, etc. We
aim to demonstrate such energy sharing scenarios by implementing a scalable
Blockchain simulation environment in Peersim, that has the capability to sup-
port energy exchanges among energy nodes while also enabling the monitoring
and control of the energy distribution network.

In this work, we target to explore how Blockchain can be implemented to
support energy sharing in prosumer communities by exploring the performances
of the system in a real use-case scenario. We explore different types of energy
communities with different energy services (solar, thermal, wind, hydro) with a
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view to identifying how energy can be efficiently harnessed, stored and transmit-
ted among users of the energy network. We consider that an energy community
can identify specific rules in relation to the specific goals, participation policies
and requirements imposed by the users of the community.

Community 

cluster

Factory 

cluster

Industrial 

cluster

Main Grid

Blockchain-based virtual 

machine

Energy-deal 

contract

Verification 

contract

Arbiter

Figure 1: A representation of the energy communities with Blockchain

4. The Milford Haven Port community case study

The Milford Haven Port is the UK’s and Wales’s largest port [52]. The port
offers a range of marine services as well as fish processing activities which are
owned and also operated by tenants. The port energy community is formed
of five major buildings: Packaway, K SHed, M Shed, F Shed and J Shed (see
Figure 2). Each building has PV panels for energy production and several
energy consuming appliances for fish processing. A 5 megawatts solar farm is
also installed in the port proximity.

Packaway Building. Packaway building is the main building and contains sev-
eral energy-consuming appliances: a flake ice machine, an ice store freezer, a
box washing machine, lighting systems and smart meters. The building has a
washing machine with a 50 kW power capacity and only operates when the fish-
ermen clean boxes during the day. The ice flake machine is running all the time
to meet the demand for fish storage with the required ice quantity. The Pack-
away building has installed a PV system with 50 kW panels on the building’s
roof which feeds the building during the daytime. With 2 DC-AC inverters,
they have a total power output of 275 W per panel. The panels produce power
during the day and feed it directly onto the national grid. Nonetheless, the
system automatically uses the power from the main grid when the fishermen
need to use energy to operate the main appliances in the building.
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K Shed. K Shed is a warehouse with a large freezer unit used by tenants and
with a cold room linked to the solar photovoltaic panels on the building with a
capacity of 50 kW. The main hall also has about 62 double tube lighting and
chiller storage systems which are connected to the lighting and cooling systems.

M Shed. The building is equipped with internal lighting and several appliances.
Building units B & C are used as storage facilities whilst Unit A is used as a
boat repair workshop and as an office area and store/workshop for an incident
response provider.

F Shed. F Shed is a new six-unit building. The units in the ground floor are
used for fish processing, and second, first-floor units are used for fish container
storage.

J Shed. J Shed is considered the largest building in the port site and currently is
occupied by different stakeholders. It is a complex building and has many elec-
trical systems. The building is split into three occupied units: unit A contains
a retail shop with fish processing and office space, fish processing appliances,
and storage used by individuals for small processing and storage.

Solar farm. A solar farm is installed with a power capacity of approximately
5 megawatts, containing approximately 20000 panels. The site has four main
cabins which convert DC to AC (32000 kV) and then link the solar farm to the
national grid.

Figure 2: Five buildings community around the Milford Haven port

4.1. Energy community scenario

Each building has a set of appliances monitored by smart meters that are
consuming energy from the main grid or from the local PV units. To explore
the mechanisms involved in the development of a community, we consider the
following consumption units:
Energy consumption units:
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• Ice Flake machine – The ice flake system is under operation all the time
during the day and consumes energy based on different operating schedules
in relation of a daily fish processing demand.

• Cold room –The cold room is the main appliance in the building with high
power consumption. The cold room has a temperature set-point and an
operating schedule which have a direct impact on the energy consumed
by the appliance.

• Box washing machine – The box washing machine has the power capacity
of 50 kWh and only works on a limited daily interval, and the power
consumption is low.

• Lighting – The lighting system in this building is about 23 double tubes
lighting of 25 W each and is only used during the night. There is also
four storage rooms in the Packaway building and each storage room has a
double tube lighting system.

Energy production units identify (i) local PV systems with 50 kW panels for
each building and (ii) a 5 megawatts solar farm containing approximately 20000
panels.
We consider the following energy community objectives:

• Energy consumption – The objective is to provide consumers greater ef-
ficiency and more informed use of energy in the industrial site and wider
within the community.

• Energy production – The objective is to give energy producers more control
over their energy sources and to decentralise production at the site and
community level.

General objective: The scenario is applicable to energy communities to support
energy exchanges between the different buildings, where each building and its
production and consumption units can act as an energy producers or consumers.
The overall objective is to reduce CO2 emissions at the port and community
level using Blockchain for energy sharing aiming to decentralise energy use and
ensure transition toward clean energy.

Consultations and an extensive energy audit process have informed our mod-
elling which uses real site configurations with energy consumers and producers
identified by a number of consumption (i.e. ice flake, cold room, etc.) and
production metered units (i.e. photovoltaics). We consider the real site con-
figuration with a number of buildings forming a community (i.e. Packaway, F
Shed, etc) with their associated production and consumption behaviors. Based
on requirements determined during the audit, we have also modelled several
assumptions in relation the types of renewables that can be exploited by the
port and daily consumption and production schedules, which have been included
in the analysis. From the real site audit, we use as inputs of the smart con-
tracts, the Blockchain addresses of both supplier and subscriber, the amount of
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exchanged energy and the amount of transferred energy and associated costs.
These entities and their interactions have been modelled into the Blockchain
framework with the objective to (i) understand energy interactions around in-
dustrial communities where various subscribers and suppliers identified by their
respective units, monitored and controlled via smart meters, can share energy
and (ii) provide scalability in analysis with a view to deliver a wider Blockchain
based community market perspective for energy intensive industries.

5. A Blockchain-based energy community model

We consider a system formed of energy nodes as providers and consumers
(p=ps1, ps2, ..., pk), that are organised into clusters, where each producer node
can generate one or multiple types of renewable energy (solar, geothermal, wind,
hydro) in a specified quantity with an associated cost and each consumer node
requests energy with a predefined quantity. We consider the interaction be-
tween a number of different nodes (consumers and providers), as illustrated in
Figure 1, with each group of producers and consumers being represented as
a community. Each community contains a number of energy nodes capable of
producing or consuming energy based on their preferences and production capa-
bility. Conceptually, an energy node is a member within the community energy
network and operates energy services from/to other energy consumer nodes.
The assumption is that each node is equipped with a smart meter calculating
the amount of used energy, as received from a particular provider. Smart me-
ters are supposed to individually calculate energy with its associated types (i.e.
solar, wind etc) for both consumers and providers.

Figure 1 shows our proposed model in which each node with the role of
energy subscriber (consumer) or supplier (producer) should have a Blockchain
account to connect to a Blockchain virtual machine like Ethereum to access
smart contracts for purchasing/selling an energy type. During the exchange
process, each supplier normally asks some personal data items (address, account
details etc) from the subscriber to share energy. The assumption is that such
data are stored and encrypted off chain in a local storage handled and edited
by each subscriber. If a supplier should access the data, the subscriber provides
the supplier a private key to decrypt and collect the data.

Our proposed smart contracts along with their functions are depicted in
Fig. 3. The contracts not only provide the payment and exchange of energy
between two nodes, but also promote the data privacy of subscribers. As illus-
trated from the figure, there are three smart contracts: energy-deal, verification
and reading contracts, which are summarized in Section 5.1 below.

For conducting our modelling and analysis, we use the following list of terms
with their associated definitions:
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Figure 3: The smart contracts of energy community model

Term Definition

Subscriber A role in the Blockchain framework that is scheduled to
request and consume energy services.

Supplier A role in the Blockchain framework that is scheduled to
produce and provide energy services.

Consumer An entity that consumes energy services within the com-
munity.

Provider An entity the produces energy within the community.
Prosumer an entity that can consume or produce energy services

within the community.
Peer − nodes Entities in a Peer-to-Peer network that are involved in

the market exchange as consumers, providers or pro-
sumers.

Energy nodes Entities in the energy network that can exchange energy
as consumers, providers or prosumers.

Group− based nodes A group of entities in the Peer-to-Peer network that exist
in a network proximity such as clusters and can have
common properties and objectives

Exchanges A process of exchanging energy between a provider and
a consumer.

5.1. Energy-deal contract

It contains four functions, called as purpose, consent, payment, and attesta-
tion.
Purpose function enables energy suppliers to share their Blockchain accounts
(e.g. Ethereum wallet ID) with subscribers and to determine what personal
data items must be received from subscribers in order to handle the exchange of
energy. The items can be subscriber account (e.g. Ethereum wallet ID), credit
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card information, and the geographical address of subscriber. By activating the
function, such items are recorded in a Blockchain to inform subscribers about
the personal data that will be collected. In some cases a supplier may ask multi-
ple subcontractors to supply a part of energy required for a subscriber. In such
a case, the supplier through the function must inform the subscribers about
the subcontractors along with their required data and addresses (Blockchain
accounts). The function realizes the Art. 30(1)(b) of General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in which the collected personal data and the address of
actor (supplier) should be announced to data subject (subscriber) before any
data usage.
Consent function enables energy subscribers to retrieve the Blockchain’s data
(i.e. required personal data items and supplier account) already recorded by the
purpose function. Moreover, the subscriber through the function can give a pos-
itive or negative consent to a supplier (or their subcontractors) before sharing
their personal data. Note that, the process of exchanging energy is only subject
to the consent of subscriber.
Payment function handles the procedure of buying and sharing of energy. It
generates a hash address as a transaction ID that is related to some useful data,
including the subscriber account, energy type, and the amounts of transferred
money and energy. Such data are stored and encrypted off chain by the supplier.
The function automatically records the hash address together with the supplier
account (e.g. Ethereum wallet ID) in Blockchain to provide a basis for the audit
trail of energy subscribers and suppliers to report any violation in purchasing or
selling energy. Such a generated hash address can be decrypted by both the sub-
scriber and arbiter. The latter is a trusted party verifying transactions through
Blockchain (see Sect. 5.2). The function also records every access of a supplier
to subscriber’s personal data in Blockchain for the aim of future verification.
Attestation function provides the subscriber the permission to access the
hash address recorded by the payment function to track where their personal
data is processing. The subscribers, also by activating the function, can be
aware of the history of possible data movement among suppliers (or their sub-
contractors). The presence of such a function realizes the Art. 15(2) and 20(2)
of GDPR under which data subjects (subscribers) have the rights to track their
personal data.

5.2. Verification contract

It involves two functions, called as privacy-verify and deal-verify. The ac-
tivator of these functions is arbiter who is a trusted third party that has a
Blockchain account and executes the functions to check the blocks and detect
violators.
Privacy-verify function by calling the energy-deal contract and retrieving
Blockchain records checks whether the supplier exchanging their energy has
received the subscribers’ consent or not. If a supplier used or accessed to a
subscriber data and did not get a positive consent from the subscriber, it is re-
ported as a GDPR violator through the function. Note that, the function tracks
the blocks created by the payment function to verify the suppliers collecting or
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processing subscriber’s personal data.
Deal-verify function automatically verifies the blocks recorded through the
execution of payment function to detect any breach in the transactions. Pre-
cisely, if the subscriber determines a violation when receiving energy (e.g., the
supplier shared less amount of energy than one should be exchanged) or the
supplier detects a breach from the subscriber in the payment process, each of
which can ask the arbiter to examine the violation.

5.3. Reading contract

The reading smart contract provides a secure mechanism for accessing ar-
biter, subscriber and supplier to the amount of energy calculated by the smart
meter. It is deployed in a private Blockchain. The contract contains the follow-
ing functions:
Record function enables smart meter to send its calculated data (used energy)
into a Blockchain.
Access function can be activated by subscriber, supplier or arbiter to retrieve
the block involving the amount of consumed energy.

deploy energy-deal contract

record vote

retrieve purpose
run consent function

access purpose & send vote

record: required data items & address
run purpose function

send data & energy amount
access key of data & energy amount

run payment function

send confirmation
confirmation

retrieve data movement history
run attestation function

access energy & hash address

record: hash address, supplier account

energy request

a:Energy subscriber b:Energy supplier c:Blockchain

alt

[consent]

Figure 4: The protocol of selling energy via smart contract

5.4. Realization of the model

The sequence diagram depicted in Fig. 4 represents a protocol for sell-
ing/purchasing energy through the energy-deal smart contract. The actors are:
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energy subscriber demanding a type of energy, energy supplier offering some
types of energy, and Blockchain keeping the transactions. As seen from the
diagram, upon the receipt of the energy request from a subscriber, the energy
supplier deploys the smart contract to inform the subscriber about the pur-
pose of data processing and handle the payment procedure. The supplier, by
activating the purpose function, records the required personal data items (i.e.
credit card detail, home address etc) and their address (Blockchain account of
supplier) in the Blockchain to be accessed by the subscriber. Then, the supplier
by sharing the deployment address of the contract waits to receive the consent
of the subscriber before any data processing. The vote (consent/ negate) of the
subscriber, which is given to the supplier, is sent into the Blockchain. Once a
consent has been received from the subscriber, the supplier requests personal
data and the amount of energy demanded by the subscriber. After providing the
access key of personal data by the subscriber, the payment function is activated
to manage the process of energy sale and to keep the access of supplier to the
personal data in Blockchain. Following that, the supplier requests the subscriber
to give a confirmation to complete the process of payment transaction. Through
the execution of payment function, the supplier account along with a hash ad-
dress generated as a public key/ transaction ID for referring to the off chain data
involving energy type, amount of purchased energy, subscriber account address,
and the amount of received money, are stored in the Blockchain to provide an
immutable receipt for future verification. Finally, the supplier shares the energy
and generates the hash address with the subscriber. As seen, after the exchange
of energy, the subscriber by activating the attestation function can track their
personal data hosts.

We consider that the amount of shared energy is recorded by the smart meter
and can be accessible for arbiter (see Sect. 5.6). In this model, we assume that
each device is behaving according to specification and identification of failures
or abnormal behaviours in smart devices are known a-priori.

5.5. Violation detection protocol

If energy suppliers or subscribers feel that a breach has been committed
during the process of purchasing or sharing energy, they can send their breach
claim to an arbiter to verify it and detect a possible violation. The arbiter is a
trusted third party connected to the Blockchain that can require the verification
of a smart contract as a mean to report any breach based on the claim submitted
by suppliers or subscribers. Moreover, if a supplier uses personal data while
without the consent of the subscriber or its access to the personal data was not
notified to the subscriber, such a supplier is detected through the arbiter as a
GDPR violator.

Figure 5 illustrates the protocol of violation detection. The main entities
of the diagram are: energy supplier/subscriber, arbiter, and Blockchain. The
arbiter deploys the verification contract to initiate the verification process. As
seen, the subscriber or supplier, first, sends their claim together with the hash
address, referring to the payment transaction details between a subscriber and
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run deal-verify function

retrieve records & supplier account

records

decrypt hash address & check smart readings

examine any violation based on the claim

examination result

claim request & hash address

retrieve supplier account
supplier account

retrieve subscriber vote (consent/negate)

subscriber vote

verify vote and detect violation

run privacy-verify function

deploy verification contract

a:Energy subscriber/supplier b:Arbiter c:Blockchain

[GDPR violation]

par

[deal breach]

Figure 5: The protocol of detecting any violation

supplier(s) to the arbiter. Then, the deal-verify function is executed by the ar-
biter to retrieve the Blockchain records and checks the supplier and subscriber
accounts. The arbiter decrypts the hash address with her private key and sub-
mits her vote to the claimer to give a report whether a breach has been detected
or not. Such detection is in accordance with the money transferred by subscriber
for buying energy or the amount of sold energy by the supplier. Notably, in some
cases, the arbiter may also check the smart meter readings to verify the amount
of exchanged energy between a supplier and its subscriber.

As seen from the diagram, the arbiter by activating the privacy-verify func-
tion can in parallel track the transactions recorded by suppliers in the Blockchain
to check whether they have received subscriber’s consent or not. In this end, the
arbiter retrieves the Blockchain records already created by activating both the
payment and consent functions to track the access of suppliers to the subscriber’s
personal data and monitor the subscriber vote in order to report violations.

5.6. Energy consumption reading

We use a private Blockchain for reading the energy consumption calculated
by a smart meter. Energy subscriber, supplier, arbiter and smart meter are
the parties interacting with such a Blockchain and each of which has a unique
Blockchain account. The smart meter is supposed to have a private key securely
stored in the device and it cannot be read out. The meter calculates energy
consumption and signs it with the private key before submitting the data to
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the other parties in the private Blockchain. Hence, the parties are confident
that the data has been signed by the meter, since it is impossible that the key
has been somewhere else. We have the reading contract that allows only the
subscriber, supplier and arbiter to send their requests for accessing the amount
of used energy. The following figure shows the interactions of parties for reading
the amount of used energy.

activate access()

retrieve blocks

block address

record consumed energy

sign data

activate record()

calculate used energy

send consumed energy

a:Requester b:Smart meter c:Blockchain

Figure 6: The protocol of reading consumed energy

As seen in Figure 6, a requester (e.g. subscriber, supplier or arbiter) sends
a request to the meter for accessing the data. Once such a request has been
received by the meter, it signs the calculated energy and sends it via the record
function into the Blockchain. Moreover, the meter provides the requester the
block address containing the data. Following that, the requester executes the
access function to retrieve the calculated energy from the Blockchain. The use
of a private Blockchain in such a protocol can promote the level of privacy for
meter reading. We deployed the reading smart contract in a private Ethereum
Blockchain and the amount of gas consumed for its deployment was 324232wei.

6. Experimental results

An initial prototype was constructed using Ropsten [53], a public test net-
work for Blockchain. We used Solidity [54] to implement our proposed smart
contracts on Ethereum. The smart contracts were written per transaction with
the objective of minimum gas consumption. They have been tested using Remix,
which is an online solidity IDE that runs deployed contracts. In Ropsten the
proposed smart contracts, namely energy-deal contract andverification contract,
were deployed. The former enables buyers and sellers to purchase and share
energy resources, including wind, solar, geothermal, and hydro. The latter con-
tract provides an audit trail mechanism for tracking the deals between buyers
and sellers in order to detect any violation. According to the results showing the
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Table 1: The relationship between the number of requests and transaction cost

Energy type Wind energy Solar energy Geo energy Hydro energy
Energy requests 5 10 15 20
Average consumed gas 247,556 498,995 862,422 999,213
Gas price 1 3 8 13
Average gas cost (Gwei) 247,556 1,496,985 6,899,376 12,989,769
Average gas price (USD) $0.05 $0.19 $1.2 $2.43
Average transaction delay (s) 99 45 31 26

amount of used gas for deploying these contracts in Ropsten, the gas consump-
tion was 1297246 wei and 364847 wei for energy-deal contract and verification
contract, respectively. The amount of used gas for the energy transactions inside
such contracts can vary based on several factors, namely the number of energy
requests, energy suppliers, and claimers. In this end, the following evaluations
show how such factors can affect on time and the amount of gas used for running
transactions.

We deployed the reading smart contract in a private Ethereum Blockchain
and the amount of gas consumed for its deployment was 324232 wei.

6.1. The effects of number of energy requests on transaction cost

This experiment evaluates the relationship between the number of energy re-
quests and the cost that should be paid for executing the transaction (payment
function) implemented for exchanging money and energy between energy sub-
scribers and suppliers. The assumption is that there are four groups of suppliers,
each of which offers a particular type of energy that can be: wind, solar, geo,
or hydro. The number of energy requests varies from 5 to 20, and each request
is sent by an individual subscriber. Moreover, the subscribers of each type of
energy determine an amount of gas price, ranging from 1 to 13, for the execution
of the transaction. Both subscribers and suppliers have connected to Ethereum
virtual machine and received valid accounts in the Blockchain network. Table 1
represents the data that resulted from the experiment. The data involves av-
erage transaction delay and consumed gas in both Gwei and USD units. We
used ETH gas station1 for estimating price and time based on the last 1500
blocks created each time. The gas cost in Gwei unit is calculated as: consumed
gas × gas price. The payment function was deployed in Ropsten test network
and was activated ten times with different parameters or inputs to calculate the
average results, since the function manages the exchange of energy. As seen
from the table, increasing the number of requests leads to a significant increase
in the amount of consumed gas. This is due to the fact that more cost should be
paid for storing and processing more requests. Furthermore, the average delay
in seconds obtained for the execution of transactions in each community shows

1https://ethgasstation.info
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that when the rate of gas price rises, the deployment time of transactions in the
Blockchain network decreases remarkably. In fact, higher gas prices encourage
miners to validate transactions and create blocks in a shorter period of time.
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Figure 7: The relationship between the num-
ber of subscribers and the verification cost
(gas)
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price
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Figure 9: The relationship between the num-
ber of suppliers and the verification cost (gas)
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ber of suppliers and cost under different gas
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6.2. The evaluation of verification cost

This experiment provides two different scenarios: (i) one for verifying the
claim of energy suppliers to detect whether an energy subscriber committed a
breach for transferring payment or not; and (ii) the other for checking the claim
of subscribers to detect if any violation was committed by suppliers for offering
their energy resources. Given the first scenario, the assumption is that each
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supplier is selling an energy type (i.e., wind, solar and so on). The number of
subscribers of the supplier varies from 1 to 10. Each subscriber determines a
rate of gas price, ranging from 1 to 10 Gwei. Moreover, it is supposed that there
is a violation committed by a subscriber for paying the energy cost. The deal-
verify function implemented for checking such kind of violation was deployed
in Ropsten test network. Figures 7 and 8 provide the experimental results of
this scenario. To calculate the average results, the deal-verify function was
activated 10 times. The supplier determined two different ranges of gas prices
for evaluating the verification costs: one evaluation with gas prices between 1
and 5; the other evaluation with gas prices between 6 and 10 for deploying the
contract. For each time of transaction execution, the rate of gas was randomly
selected based on its range. As comprehended from the figures, when the number
of subscribers increases, the verification cost increases steadily. The fluctuations
in the increasing trend of the verification cost, in USD unit, depicted in Fig. 8
is due to the random selection of gas prices. The calculation of transaction
(verification) cost per each execution is calculated as consumed gas * gas price.
When we activated the deal-verify function, the average consumed gas for n and
n+1 subscribers did not have significant impact. Given the random selection
of gas price per each times of execution, the rate of gas price could effect on
the trend of the verification cost and there were some fluctuations in the trend.
Furthermore, the average transaction delay for gas price between 1 and 5 Gwei
was calculated 77 seconds, and it was around 36 seconds when gas prices were
between 6 and 10 Gwei.

The second scenario has used similar aforementioned assumptions for deploy-
ing transactions in the first scenario. We have a subscriber, requesting energy
from different suppliers varying from 1 to 10. The subscriber also determined
two different ranges of gas prices such as those described in the first scenario to
evaluate the verification costs. The assumption is that there exists a violation
committed by a supplier for selling energy (e.g., energy resource has not been
shared with subscriber). Figures 9 and 10 represent the results of this eval-
uation. Similarly, as seen from the figures, there is a direct relation between
the number of suppliers and the verification cost. Moreover, the average time
taken for executing the deal-verify function was around 74 seconds for gas prices
between 1 and 5 Gwei, whereas it reached 32 seconds when the gas prices were
between 6 and 10 Gwei.

6.3. The evaluation of verification cost on violation detection rate

This experiment investigates the relationship between the cost paid for ver-
ifying a violation and the average rate of violation detection under different
number of energy suppliers and subscribers. Figures 11 and 12 represent the
results of the experiments, where they were obtained under different scales of
energy subscribers and suppliers, respectively. The verification contract along
with its deal-verify were deployed in Ropsten test network. The assumptions
in both experiments are: (i) there is a violation committed by a supplier or
subscriber; (ii) the number of suppliers/subscribers vary from 20 to 40; (iii) the
amount of gas price is randomly selected between 1 and 10. The x-axes indicate
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Figure 11: The relationship between the ver-
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the verification fee changing from 0.5 to 3 USD and y-axes show the average
rate of violation detection obtained after ten times execution of verification con-
tract. As seen from the bar charts, there is a direct relationship between the
fee paid by the subscriber or supplier for verifying a claimed breach and the
rate of violation detection. Moreover, for a given price, when the number of
energy subscribers or suppliers increases, the violation detection rate decreases
gradually. For instance in Fig. 11, when the number of subscribers is 30 and
the cost paid by the energy supplier for checking a violation is merely $0.5, the
violation can be detected with a chance of 20 per cent. The evaluation indicates
that such a chance rises when a supplier or subscriber requests the minimum
gas price for the execution of the verification contract.

6.3.1. The evaluation of verifying consent and number of suppliers

The experiment evaluates the cost paid for verifying whether the suppliers
processing personal data have received subscriber’s consent or not. The assump-
tion is that we have one subscriber and the number of suppliers varies from one
to ten. The privacy-verify function is executed in the Ropsten test network
with the gas price rate of 1 Gwei. The function was executed five times to
calculate the average consumed gas. Per each execution, there was a violation
committed by a supplier (i.e. access to data without getting the subscriber’s
consent). Figure 13 shows the results of this experiment. As seen, by increasing
the number of suppliers, the verification cost rises steadily. Such a trend is due
to the fact that the complexity of processing which requires additional memory
when the number of suppliers increases.

7. Community evaluation

To extend our analysis, we simulate an energy community with associated
dynamics for energy service exchanges using PeerSim [55] simulator. PeerSim
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Figure 13: The relationship between the number of suppliers and verification cost

is a Peer-to-Peer simulator with components that are flexible and can provide
two important advantages for the energy clusters simulation: (i) scalability in
testing an increasing number of nodes and exchanges and (ii) dynamism in
adding and removing energy nodes during a simulation. PeerSim has modules
and corresponding implementations for the simulation of energy communities
to support a variety of different system configurations, where the community is
modelled as a collection of peer-nodes (i.e energy nodes), where each node has a
list of associated protocols. A simulation starts in the initialisation phase where
energy nodes and exchanges are programmed through the mean of initialisers
and controls – facilitating a sequential simulation where energy nodes can have
different roles (energy producers and consumers), and exchanges are facilitated
via the mechanism of “event scheduling”. We assume that energy nodes in the
network belong to an energy community such that nodes belonging to the same
community are connected directly or by a few hops in an underlying Peer-to-Peer
graph. Energy nodes would, therefore, tend to share energy within a network
unless other parameters (such as lack of group-based nodes, economic benefit,
efficiency, etc.) become more important. The action of various community
prosumers is modelled using a PeerSim framework that organises the network
into a stable, artificial social network (ASN) with small-world features [56]. The
protocol enables the creation of energy communities to combine their various
types of energy with a view to improving the overall economic efficiency.

7.1. Configuration

The simulation model has been tested with different functional scenarios
where parameters such as the connectivity of the energy network, the number
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of energy producers and energy consumers, and the set of energy types have been
varied. The Peersim simulation system has imported the Newscast protocol [57]
in order to manage the overlay network topology. We have divided a simulation
process into cycles with an energy network formed of 1000 nodes. The simu-
lation begins at cycle 0, where 25% of the nodes are scheduled to broadcast
energy requests. A remaining percentage of 75% are nodes are energy providers
nodes which can respond to the incoming energy requests. In the system, there
are different types of energy services allocated to different producers nodes. In
the set of energy transactions, one transaction ti is marked in a smart contract
and configured with a set of parameters:[energy.type, quantity, price]. The ex-
ecution of the energy transactions is programmed based on a predefined request
where an exchange ei involves a price to be paid by the consumer and a payoff
to be received by the provider. The coordination of the transaction for a clus-
ter Ci is performed by the energy community manager Clustermanager, which
manages the interactions of all energy nodes in the community. In the initial-
ization phase, each community manager registers the energy capability of each
node and coordinates the entire exchange process. We assume that during the
simulation, every energy node can deliver a limited energy capability (type and
quantity). For the community simulation, we consider three metrics:
(i) Cost with smart contracts:

Costcontracts =

n∑

j=1

(cost.energyj + cost.contractj + cost.verifyj) (1)

where cost.energy is the cost of energy per tariff, cost.contract is the cost of
running the Blockchain contract and cost.verify is the verification cost.

(ii) Cost per transaction:

Costtransaction =
1

m

m∑

j=1

(cost.transactions) (2)

(iii) Cost per energy type:

Costtype =
1

p

p∑

j=1

(cost.types) (3)

The configuration we adopted in the experiments is the following: (i) The
size of the energy system nodes (N): 1000; (ii) the energy nodes degree: d ∈
{3, 5, 10, 20};(iii) the energy community network topology: random; (iv) energy
types allocation: trading nodes are configured to have random energy types
such as (Si ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5})(wind, solar, hydro, geothermal, etc); (v) gas cost
and verification cost; (vi) payoffs: for each energy exchange, a node receives a
payoff of 1.

The community evaluation investigates how various factors such as energy
types, cluster size and payoffs can induce fluctuation in the transaction costs.
The transaction costs associated with smart contracts can be aggregated across
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the entire energy community, or a subset of energy nodes, and reflects the sta-
tus of the system during the simulation. In particular, we investigate how
Blockchain can support the energy transactions by measuring the reaction of
the community when different energy market factors change. Observing the
community when the number of energy agents with associated energy types is
increased helps us to understand how a local energy market reacts to variation
around competing energy consumers and providers.

7.2. Experiments

We test four different scenarios by evaluating the cost with smart contracts,
cost per energy type and cost per transaction ($ [USD]), when (i) the number of
transactions increases, (ii) the set of energy types changes, (ii) the cluster size
increases and (iv) payoff levels are increased.

(a) Experiment 1: Cost with energy requests (b) Experiment 2: Cost with energy types

(c) Experiment 3:Cost with cluster size (d) Experiment 4: Cost with transaction payoffs

Figure 14: Cost of smart contracts with requests and energy types

Experiment 1: Cost of smart contracts and transactions. In this experiment
we simulate community events and exchanges based on different transaction
probabilities (10%, 25%, 50% and 75%, measuring the percentage of energy
transactions in the system) in order to determine the impact of energy de-
mand on the total amount of service exchanges. As presented in Figure 14a,
the cost with smart contracts (transactions) increases proportionally with the
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probability of transactions, whereas the cost per transaction decreases based on
the transaction probability. It is observed that an optimum in terms of cost
with transactions is reached when the system circulates 25% of transactions,
respectively 50%. Cost per transaction decreases with the number of energy
transactions whereas the cost per energy type increases up to 50% and then
decreases. This experiment shows that energy communities can support a cer-
tain number of energy transactions until reaching saturation as the number of
transactions has a direct impact on cost per transaction and cost per energy
type. This is also influenced by the structure of the energy community network
where energy nodes have a limited number of trading paths and a limited energy
capability during a simulation.

Experiment 2: Cost of smart contracts and energy types. In this experiment,
we investigate the total cost with smart contracts when using different energy
types. Each transaction is mapped into a smart contract, and an energy type
refers to a renewable energy resource (solar, wind, geothermal, hydro, etc.). In
Figure 14b, we present the distribution of cost with smart contracts when utilis-
ing different energy types. The highest cost is identified when the system utilise
only two energy types for all the transactions. When the number of energy
types is increased, the total cost with smart contract decreases, including the
average cost per transaction and per energy type. We observe, therefore, that in
communities where fewer energy types are used, the total cost with transactions
is higher whereas for communities with 3, 4, 5 energy types the cost is lower.
This is applicable also to the cost per transaction and per energy types and
demonstrates that communities with 3 to 4 energy types can reach an optimum
of cost with energy transactions. A higher number of energy types represents a
diversity in energy demand, which gives consumers an increased number of pur-
chasing options (i.e. types) which optimises the overall cost with transactions.
This re-emphasizes the importance of having distribution in energy sources and
variation of services across a community.

Experiment 3: Cost of smart contracts and cluster size. This experiment shows
how the number of neighbours in a node view (direct links to other energy
nodes – cluster size) can impact the cost per transaction and cost per energy
type. The cluster size refers to a number of connected neighbours and also has
a direct impact on the total cost with transactions as it primarily identifies po-
tential energy traders for an energy node. From Figure 14c can be observed the
correlation between the cluster size and total cost with transactions where the
increase in cost is more significant when changing from a community of 10 energy
nodes in cluster to 15 energy nodes. When the community is formed by clusters
with increased number of energy consumers and providers, more transactions
can be executed hence the cost with transactions increases. This experiment
demonstrates that energy communities with a large number of consumers and
providers in clusters have higher costs per transaction and higher cost per energy
type and consequently a higher cost with transactions. This reflects the impact
of different levels of community decentralization where communities with less
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decentralisation (higher number of energy providers and consumers per cluster)
identify a higher level of costs.

Experiment 4: Cost of smart contracts and payoffs. In this experiment, we test
the impact of payoffs in the overall cost distribution, where payoffs is a financial
incentive for energy nodes to participate in energy transactions. We change
payoffs from 1 USD to 3 USD for all nodes participating in the transaction flow
and observe how the payoffs level influence the cost per transaction, cost per
type and total cost with smart contracts. As presented in Figure 14d, the cost
per transaction and cost per energy type increase proportionally with the payoffs
threshold whereas the total cost with smart contracts is directly related to the
level of payoffs in the system. When the payoffs level increases, the acceptance
rate of transactions increases as consumers and providers are incentivised to
participate in the energy community market. This experiment demonstrates
that energy community formation and use is significantly related to the level of
payoffs within the community. Such payoffs also have an impact of the total cost
with smart contracts and in a certain proportion is justified by the economic
consumption and production laws where an incentive to buy will increase the
level of transactions in a system and also the total income. The experiments
demonstrate that energy communities can be influenced by different financial or
non-financial incentives, and the actual enactment of such Blockchain supported
energy markets is related to several key factors that can be decisive in the overall
realisation of such marked decentralisation and transition towards clear energy.

8. Conclusions

This paper aims to contribute to the ongoing research around energy com-
munities by proposing a Blockchain model to support energy sharing and trad-
ing. We have developed an Ethereum-Blockchain framework with an application
scenario from the fish industry to demonstrate how energy transactions can be
coordinated through the use of smart contracts. Our goal was to understand
the formation and use of energy communities and to explore the mechanisms
on decentralisation of energy in prosumer communities. We have implemented
an Ethereum based subsriber/supplier energy model with associated purpose,
consent, payment and attestation functions, in different energy scenarios, where
energy actors such as buyers and sellers can purchase and share energy re-
sources using smart contracts. We have also addressed the verification and
violation detection aspects with a view to enable a more secured energy trading
environment. We have scaled up our analysis and deployed energy exchanges
with an increased number of consumers and providers. We have analysed the
cost impact of different numbers of transactions to observe how the size of an
energy community and number of exchanges can influence the cost across the
community.

The utilisation of Blockchain for energy communities has proved beneficial
with energy transactions are recorded in an immutable and complete record
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which facilitates a more secure and efficient way of monitoring the commu-
nity interactions and prosumers activities. Blockchain can also enable energy
prosumers to monetise any surplus of energy and register its ownership by sup-
porting their integration into a more competitive energy market. In the future,
we want to explore the use of Blockchain for the development of the indus-
trial edges, where several smart devices are coordinated by the use of private
Blockchains such as hyper-ledger fabric. The use of private Blockchains can
support the anonymisation of energy communities in an attempt to facilitate
security and privacy policies for energy actors. Such deployment can advance
the digitalisation of industries and accelerate integration with renewable energy
sources.

In future work, we will investigate the trustworthiness of smart meters with
methods for behaviour modelling and prediction for appliances and controllers.
Such trustworthiness can be undertaken by using trust and reputation tech-
niques to evaluate the level of trust/reliability of smart devices/meters and
associated risks.
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